BUSSELTON RIFLE CLUB
Service Rifle Weekend
4th- 5th November 2017

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 4th
0730 SCRUTINEERING
0830 RIFLEMAN
35 Rounds required 5 sighters + 30 to score
Target- Type B Fig 12
300m
5 sighters in 5 minutes
5 shots in 1 minute (prone)
200m
10 shots in 2 minutes (5 prone, 5 sitting)
100m
15 shots in 4 minutes (5 standing, 5 sitting, 5 prone)
Max score -150.30

SNIPER SHOOT
23 Rounds required 3 sighters + 20 to score
Target Type D Fig 11
600m
3 sighters
5 rounds Deliberate in 2 mins
5 rounds Deliberate in 75 secs. Shooters will start in prone position with
all 5 rounds on bench behind them. On siren shooters are to run back
pick up 1 round and return to firing point and fire 1 round. Then repeat
until all rounds (5) are complete.
1 x 15 sec exposure 5 rounds.
5 x 6 secs exposures, 2 rounds per exposure
All shot prone supported (front rest only). Bipod or bag.
Max score – 100.20

If time and numbers permit

7 Stand Run Through
Target – Type B Fig 12
300 m
Each lane will be a stand where shooters will have to shoot a serial in 45 secs then
get to next stand and prepare to shoot in 90 secs. Scorers to follow shooter to each
stand and record score as one continuous score. As soon as first shooter in each
pair has completed the 7 stands, the pair will swap and wait to be called to the firing
point.
Number of rounds is 35.5 per stand.
Max score is 175.35

SUNDAY NOVEMBER 5th
0800 MARKSMAN
66 Rounds required 2 sighters + 60 to score
Target Type B Figure 12
300m
2 sighters
10 shots Deliberate (prone)
10 shots Rapid in 60 seconds (mandatory 5 round reload)
200m
Target Type B Figure 12
10 shots Rapid in 1 minute (sitting)
10 shots Snap 5 x 6 sec exposures, 2 shots each exp. (sitting)
100m
Target Type B Figure 12
10 shots Rapid in 1 minute (standing)
10 shots Snap 5 x 6 second exposures, 2 shots each (standing)
Max score 300.60
Presentations Sunday PM, after last range.

SCORING
All scoring will be done by a scorer from next detail. It will be done at monitor at first range.
Scorer to remain at monitor whilst firers step off to shoot next ranges.

AWARDS AND PRIZE TABLE
Badges will be presented to the top 3 in each class with the combined score of the two
relevant matches to be used. Prize table will be presented in reverse order, that is lowest
overall score gets first choice of prize table and so on till highest overall score gets last
choice of prize table.

RIFLE CLASSES
Each competitor will a nominate rifle for each event at registration.
A competitor can nominate a different rifle for each event. That is 1 rifle for Rifleman, 1 rifle
for Sniper, 1 rifle for Marksman.
All rifles nominated must meet the requirements set out below.
STANDARD CLASS – As per Chapter 16 in SSR's
MODIFIED CLASS- As per Chapter 16 in SSR's

SNIPER CLASSES
The classes we will run with this year will S1 which is pre 75, S2 which is post 75 and
Tactical.

S1 pre-1975 rifles, this includes No 1 Mk3 HT’s, No4T’s, k98’s etc.
Original or faithful reproductions.
Non-issued scopes will be taped off on respective power setting to the original spec.
No bipods but can be rested on sandbag or similar,
No bench-rest style front rests

Stocks to be original or as close to original as possible, cheek pieces as issued allowed
Slings as issued or repro.

S2 - post 1975- this includes the Omark, M82 Parker-Hale up to modern or current rifles.
Original or faithful reproductions.
Non-issued scopes will be taped off on respective power setting to the original spec.
Bipods may be used or sandbags or similar
No bench-rest style front rests
Stocks to be original or as close to original as possible, cheek pieces, butt spacers allowed.
Slings as issued or repro
With both classes, no back rests, bags or socks filled with medium will be allowed.

Tactical is anything that is not included in the above, things like police marksman rifles
are one example, Varmint classified rifles is another. Custom built rifles not of an approved
military calibre or not having a tactical/hunting style stock or having large contour profiled
barrels and having bench rest or target style scopes mounted will not be allowed. Remember
we are not playing for a sheep station here, we are just trying to enjoy the discipline and
compete on an even playing field with your fellow shooters. Anyone who is deemed not to be
toeing the party line will not be allowed to compete.
For the Sniper event, Standard and Modified class service rifles will compete in S1 class.
Any competitor who believes they have a unique or rare rifle will have to prove beyond a
shadow of doubt that it is was used, issued, trialled or sampled by a defence force.
Final word is with the organisers, as this is a local club event these rules are final.

All timed serials will be called over a loud hailer and the signal to
start and stop the timed serials will be a siren sounding from the
loud hailer. Any shots fired after the siren has sounded will not be
counted. RO’s word is final.
Range will be open Friday afternoon for practice.
Food van will be on site for light lunches and coffee etc, we will be shooting straight through
so eat when you can.
Self-catering but welcome to use fridges and kitchen area for food prep as long as it is kept
clean.
BBQ packs will be available from Friday arvo onwards.
Cost is $75 for all four events or $25 per event.
Powered Camping sites are available for $10 per night per person and includes all
amenities, hot showers, flushing toilets, running drinkable water.
CONTACT- Dave Kelly 0427554877
E.O.I.- NLT than 1 week before event.

thekellyclan2@hotmail.com

